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* Not available in PA.
walkways and patios

a) Washington® Pavers (sealed)
b) Rosetta® Grand Flagstone, Rosetta® Belvedere and Fire Pit
c) Vintage Washington® Pavers, Weathered Versa-Lok® Mosaic

Not available in PA.
driveways

a) Vintage Belhaven® Pavers (sealed)
b) Washington® Pavers (sealed)
steps & stairways

a) Weathered Versa-Lok® Mosaic®
b) Rosetta® Outcropping, Rosetta® Steps
c) Travertine
firepits & grills

a) Rosetta® Grand Flagstone, Rosetta® Outcropping, Rosetta® Belvedere Firepit
b) Edington Wall Stone®, Vintage Belhaven® Pavers
c) Edington Wall Stone®, Vintage Belhaven® Pavers

Not available in PA.
water features

a) Rosetta® Outcropping
b) Edington Wall Stone®, Monroe Pavers
c) Edington Wall Stone®
columns & borders

a) Edington Wall Stone®, Vintage Belhaven® Pavers
b) Vintage Washington® Pavers
in my outdoor space
wishes do come true
monroe®

The straight lines created by our Monroe® pavers are ideal for the homeowner that prefers the look of traditional brick. Utilization of various colors and a variety of patterns, provides the freedom to choose a design ranging from simple to complex.

PRODUCT SPECS

- Monroe® – 4” x 8”
- All stocked Monroe® pavers are 2 3/8” thick
- Monroe Pavers also available 3 1/8” thick

COLORS

Antique Blend Autumn Blend Brown Canyon Creek Blend
Charcoal Earth Blend Flagstone Blend Granite Blend

Due to variations in printing, color selections should always be chosen from actual product samples.
washington®

Classic cobblestone patterns with squares and rectangles, create the European charm that make our Washington® pavers among the most popular landscape enhancements.

**PRODUCT SPECS**

- a) Washington® 10 – 4½" x 3½"
- b) Washington® 14 – 5½" x 5½"
- c) Washington® 21 – 5½” x 8½”

All stocked Washington® Pavers are 23/8” thick
Washington® 14 & 21 Pavers also available 3½’’ thick

**COLORS**

- Antique Blend
- Autumn Blend
- Canyon Creek Blend
- Earth Blend
- Flagstone Blend
- Granite Blend

Due to variations in printing, color selections should always be chosen from actual product samples.
Incorporate a cobblestone circle to help define a space or add visual interest. The Washington Circle® system complements our Washington® pavers for unlimited creativity.

**PRODUCT SPECS**

- Washington® Circle System – Circle center, small circle paver, large circle paver
- Washington® 10 – 45/8” x 53/4”
- All Washington® Circle Pavers are 21/8” thick

**COLORS**

- Antique Blend
- Autumn Blend
- Canyon Creek Blend
- Charcoal
- Earth Blend
- Flagstone Blend
- Granite Blend

Due to variations in printing, color selections should always be chosen from actual product samples.
This elite collection of tumbled pavers offers you a rich palette of colors, textures, shapes and sizes crafted to mimic a rustic, weathered appearance. A combination of large and small paving stones allows you to capture a time-worn appearance to artfully accent your landscape.

**PRODUCT SPECS**

- **a)** Vintage Washington® 10 – 4⅛" x 5½"
- **b)** Vintage Washington® 14 – 5½" x 5½"
- **c)** Vintage Washington® 21 – 5½" x 8¼"
- **d)** Vintage Washington® Circle – Circle center, small circle paver, large circle paver, Washington 10s
- **e)** Washington® 10 – 4⅛" x 5½"

All stocked Vintage Washington® Pavers are 2⅜" thick. Vintage Washington® 14 & 21 Pavers also available 3⅛" thick.

**COLORS**

- Vintage Antique Blend
- Vintage Canyon Creek Blend
- Vintage Earth Blend
- Vintage Desert Sand Blend
- Vintage Flagstone Blend
- Vintage Granite Blend

Due to variations in printing, color selections should always be chosen from actual product samples.
Vintage Belhaven® pavers are perfect for the discerning homeowner that values the rustic, weathered appearance of cobblestones with the versatility of various sizes and textures. Vintage Belhaven® Pavers are a collection of six various size pavers that have a weathered surface enhanced by slightly chiseled edges. Its many modular sizes make it easy to create unique and interesting patterns for any application.

**PRODUCT SPECS**

- a) Vintage Belhaven® Small Square - 5 1/2" x 5 1/2"
- b) Vintage Belhaven® Square - 8 1/4" x 8 1/4"
- c) Vintage Belhaven® Large Square - 11" x 11"
- d) Vintage Belhaven® Small Rectangle - 5 1/2" x 2 3/4"
- e) Vintage Belhaven® Standard Rectangle - 8 1/4" x 5 1/2"
- f) Vintage Belhaven® Large Rectangle - 11" x 8 1/4"
- g) Vintage Belhaven® Jumbo Rectangle - 16 1/2" x 12"
- h) Vintage Belhaven® Circle System - Circle Center, Small Circle Paver, Large Circle Paver and Rectangle Circle Paver.

All Belhaven® pavers are 2 3/4" thick. Bluestone, Charcoal, and Desert Sand stocked in select sizes only.

**COLORS**

- Vintage Bluestone
- Vintage Canyon Creek Blend
- Vintage Charcoal
- Vintage Desert Sand
- Vintage Earth Blend
- Vintage Flagstone Blend

Due to variations in printing, color selections should always be chosen from actual product samples.
Our new Flint Ridge® line incorporates random shapes and varying slate top textures to give added dimension and texture. Available in three nature-inspired shades, Flint Ridge® combines the character of natural stone with the proven durability of concrete.

**PRODUCT SPECS**

- a) Flint Ridge® Small Square – 5 1/2" x 5 1/2"
- b) Flint Ridge® Square – 8 1/4" x 8 1/4"
- c) Flint Ridge® Large Square – 11" x 11"
- d) Flint Ridge® Standard Rectangle – 8 1/4" x 5 1/2"
- e) Flint Ridge® Large Rectangle – 11" x 8 1/4"
- f) Flint Ridge® Jumbo Rectangle – 16 1/2" x 11"

All Flint Ridge® pavers are 2 3/4" thick.

**COLORS**

- Vintage Canyon Creek Blend
- Vintage Flagstone Blend
- Vintage Earth Blend

Due to variations in printing, color selections should always be chosen from actual product samples.
vintage richfield®

When an aged, weathered texture is important, our Vintage Richfield® pavers offer a timeless appearance that looks like it’s been installed for years. Available in three sizes, our Vintage Richfield® pavers have a non-dimpled texture and can be used to create unique and interesting patterns for any application.

PRODUCT SPECS

- a) Vintage Richfield® Small Square – 5½" x 5½"
- b) Vintage Richfield® Square – 8½" x 8½"
- c) Vintage Richfield® Standard Rectangle – 8½" x 5½"
- d) Vintage Richfield® Large Rectangle – 11" x 8½"

All Vintage Richfield® pavers are 2⅞” thick.

COLORS

- Vintage Earth Blend
- Vintage Flagstone Blend

Due to variations in printing, color selections should always be chosen from actual product samples.
**rosetta® grand flagstone**

Large natural flagstones have been a highly sought-after material for patios and walkways for generations.

Grand Flagstone maintains the attractive texture and scale of large natural flagstone, but compared to natural flagstone, can be laid in an easy-to-install pattern. Additionally, the unit thicknesses are consistent, making for a comfortable, quality finished installation.

**PRODUCT SPECS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Layer 1</th>
<th>Layer 2</th>
<th>Layer 3</th>
<th>Layer 4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>38”</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>42”</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Rosetta® Grand Flagstone®
Dimensions: All Grand Flagstone is 1 3/4” thick

Product sold by full cube quantities or by layer.

**COLORS**

- Cuyahoga Blend
- Scioto Blend

Due to variations in printing, color selections should always be chosen from actual product samples.

* Not available in PA.
**rosetta® dimensional flagstone**

Rosetta® Dimensional Flagstone mimics an authentic, slate texture using six unique shapes and various stone textures. It’s the perfect choice for walkways and elegant patios that require consistent dimensions and a more formal, sophisticated look.

---

**PRODUCT SPECS**

a) Rosetta® Dimensional Flagstone – 6” x 12”
b) Rosetta® Dimensional Flagstone – 12” x 12”
c) Rosetta® Dimensional Flagstone – 12” x 18”
d) Rosetta® Dimensional Flagstone – 18” x 18”
e) Rosetta® Dimensional Flagstone – 18” x 24”
f) Rosetta® Dimensional Flagstone – 24” x 24”

All Dimensional Flagstone are 2” thick
All Dimensional Flagstone sold by layer, not by piece

---

**COLORS**

- Bluestone Blend
- Cuyahoga Blend
- Scioto Blend

---

Due to variations in printing, color selections should always be chosen from actual product samples.

* Not available in PA.
travertine

Our select-cut travertine offers an upscale appearance that instantly welcomes and defines your space. These multi-shape tiles give you a random pattern that adds visual interest. Border with a contrasting travertine or tumbled paver to add additional dimension to the space. Select-cut travertine is perfect for climates that experience freeze-thaw cycles.

Due to variations in printing, color selections should always be chosen from actual product samples.

### PRODUCT SPECS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Option</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a)</td>
<td>Travertine Small Square – 8” x 8”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b)</td>
<td>Travertine Small Rectangle – 8” x 16”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c)</td>
<td>Travertine Large Square – 16” x 16”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d)</td>
<td>Travertine Large Rectangle – 16” x 24”</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- Travertine pavers are 1⅛” thick
- Bullnose units are special order

### COLORS

- Classic Ivory
- Nosche
- Tuscany
- Walnut

Due to variations in printing, color selections should always be chosen from actual product samples.
EcoPavers
Design
PAVE®
ECO PAVERS
TURFSTONE®
SPEC-PAVE™
WASHINGTON® PERMEABLE
PAVERS 2/10 COMBO

lets go green
turfstone®, spec-pave® & washington® permeable pavers

Being green is easy with our line of eco-friendly permeable pavers. Our Turfstone® and Spec-Pave® pavers offer a grid system that provide erosion control and good drainage. The design of the Washington® Permeable pavers allows water to flow around and through the paver joints effortlessly.

**TURFSTONE® & SPEC-PAVE® PAVERS**

- a) Turfstone® Permeable Paver - 15 5/8” x 23 5/8” x 3 1/8”
- b) Spec-Pave® Paver* - 11 5/16” x 3 15/16”

**WASHINGTON® PERMEABLE PAVERS 21 / 10 COMBO**

- a) Washington® Permeable Pavers
  - 21 / 10 Combo
  - Full 5 1/2” x 8 1/4” x 3 1/8”
  - Half 5 1/2” x 4 9/16” x 3 1/8”
- b) Vintage Washington® Permeable Pavers
  - 21 / 10 Combo
  - Full 5 1/2” x 8 1/4” x 3 1/8”
  - Half 5 1/2” x 4 9/16” x 3 1/8”

**COLORS**

- Antique Blend
- Autumn Blend
- Canyon Creek Blend
- Charcoal
- Earth Blend
- Flagstone Blend
- Granite Blend

Due to variations in printing, color selections should always be chosen from actual product samples.
find your zen in your outdoor space
rosetta® belvedere

Enhance your landscape with the look of natural stone without the waste or expense. Belvedere incorporates the classic look of stone with a natural texture on both its front and back, making it a perfect choice for freestanding walls or columns. Belvedere is a dimensional system that mimics the Rosetta® Wall Stone Collection but scaled proportionately for a residential application.

PRODUCT SPECS

Belvedere Fire Pit

The Belvedere Fire Pit creates a rustic sophistication all its own. The Belvedere Fire Pit has a diameter of approximately five feet and a height of fourteen inches; the proportions of the fire pit create a perfect focal point for any occasion—from intimate gathers to larger events. The Belvedere Fire Pit blends seamlessly with the entire collection of attractive Rosetta® paver and wall lines.

Belvedere Firepit Pallet

Each pallet contains all of the 3” and 6” tall pieces needed to create the fire pit shown above. Fire pit includes black steel ring.

COLORS

Cuyahoga Blend

Scioto Blend

Due to variations in printing, color selections should always be chosen from actual product samples.

* Not available in PA.
rosetta® dimensional wall

The hand-dressed, chiseled texture of our Dimensional Wall will truly give your landscape an understated elegance. Garden walls, freestanding walls, columns, and edging are just a few of the many possibilities. Discerning homeowners and design experts are attracted to the formal—yet—natural appearance of Dimensional Wall.

PRODUCT SPECS

a) Dimensional Wall Straight Block* – 12” x 8” x 4”
b) Dimensional Wall Wedge Block* – 12” x 8” x 4”

COLORS

Cuyahoga Blend  Scioto Blend

Due to variations in printing, color selections should always be chosen from actual product samples.

* Not available in PA
Finish off your wall system with a chiseled, natural stone textured coping. Rosetta® Dimensional Coping compliments various wall systems and adds the finishing touch to your natural-looking wall.

**PRODUCT SPECS**

- a) Standard Coping – 18” x 12.5” x 2.5”
- b) Finished End Coping – 19” x 12.5” x 2.5”
- c) Long Coping – 24” x 12.5” x 2.5”

**COLORS**

- Allegheny
- Cuyahoga Blend
- Scioto Blend

Due to variations in printing, color selections should always be chosen from actual product samples.
stonebridge

With 30 unique stone textures and 3” deep chiseled relief, the Stonebridge Wall accurately replicates the texture and variety of natural stone. The interlocking Stonebridge units function similar to other segmental retaining wall blocks with one unit size making for fast and simple installation. The Stonebridge Wall is a fully engineerable wall system, suitable for use as a structural retaining wall.

PRODUCT SPECS

- Stonebridge Stretcher – 12½” x 9” x 7½"
- Stonebridge Multi-Face Stretcher – 15½” x 9” x 7½"
- Stonebridge Corner – 7½” x 13½” x 7½"
- Stonebridge Multi-Face Corner – 15½” x 9” x 7½"

COLORS

- Allegheny Blend
- Cuyahoga Blend
- Scioto Blend

Due to variations in printing, color selections should always be chosen from actual product samples.
Unlock the beauty and nuance of nature itself in your outdoor setting with The Rosetta® Outcropping Wall Collection. Incorporate the classic look of weather-hewn stone and steps in a variety of natural sculpted faces, ranging from 2’ to 6’ long and 6” to 24” tall in 6” increments. Each piece is made of architectural-grade, precast concrete of the finest quality, the integrity of which will not be compromised by weather’s unpredictable elements.

**PRODUCT SPECS**

a) **Rosetta® Outcropping Wall Stone** – 12” H x 42” L – 600 lbs. (unit shown is one of a 12 piece modular system)

b) **Rosetta® Outcropping Wall Stone** – 12” H x 54” L – 1012 lbs. (unit shown is one of a 12 piece modular system)

c) **Rosetta® Outcropping Wall Stone Corner** – 12” H x 48” L – 880 lbs.

**COLORS**

Cuyahoga Blend

---

Due to variations in printing, color selections should always be chosen from actual product samples.

* Not available in PA
rosetta® steps

The Rosetta® Step Collection gives you the rugged attractiveness of natural stone but combines it with the safety and comfort of a uniform rise. Rosetta’s® Irregular Step line is perfect for free-flowing, natural staircases, while Rosetta’s® Dimensional Step line is ideal for more formal, sophisticated settings. Either product takes your landscape to new heights of beauty and comfort.

PRODUCT SPECS

a) Rosetta® Irregular Steps*
   All irregular steps have 7” rise
   42” L x 17” D x 7” H (349 lbs.)
   42” L x 20” D x 7” H (406 lbs.)
   54” L x 22” D x 7” H (582 lbs.)
   48” L x 20” D x 7” H (567 lbs.)
   60” L x 24” D x 7” H (600 lbs.)

b) Rosetta® Dimensional Steps*
   All dimensional steps have 7” rise
   36” L x 18” D x 7” H (375 lbs.)
   48” L x 18” D x 7” H (500 lbs.)
   72” L x 30” D x 7” H (1,320 lbs.)

COLORS

- Sciotto Blend
- Cuyahoga Blend

Due to variations in printing, color selections should always be chosen from actual product samples.

* Not available in PA.
edington® wall stone

Perfect for the homeowner doing a small decorative wall, or a party-friendly seat wall, our Edington® Wall Stone is an attractive and practical improvement upon nature’s finest. It’s the look of natural stone with the resilience and durability of our concrete manufacturing process. Edington® Wall Stone requires no mortar and can be used in curved or straight walls, planters, columns and as steps.

**PRODUCT SPECS**

- **Edington® Wall Stone** – 12” x 8” x 4”
- **Edington® Wedge** – 12” x 8” x 4”
- **Edington® Bullnose** – 12” x 8” x 4” (Optional Cap)

Edington® Fire Pit Available

**COLORS**

- Canyon Creek Blend
- Earthtone Blend
- Fieldstone Blend
- Flagstone Blend
- Quarrytone Blend
- Sierrastone Blend

Due to variations in printing, color selections should always be chosen from actual product samples.
When looking for a retaining wall unit that is engineered to retain heavy loads, Versa-Lok’s solid unit durability is the perfect fit. Versa-Lok® is the only solid, true top to bottom pinned system on the market. It’s durable, design friendly, and virtually maintenance free attributes handle the harshest conditions.

**PRODUCT SPECS**

a) Versa-Lok® – 16" (face) x 14" (rear) x 12" D x 6" H  
b) Smooth Top Versa-Lok® – 36" (face) x 14" (rear) x 12" D x 6" H  
c) Rectangular Cap – 16" (face) x 11 5/8" D x 3 5/8" H  
d) Bullnose Cap – 36" (face) x 12 5/8" D x 3 7/8" H  
e) Solid Corner – 7 7/8" (face) x 12" D x 6" H  
f) Full Return Corner – 16" (face) x 7 7/8" D x 6" H

**COLORS**

- Antique Blend
- Buff Blend
- Gray Blend
- Canyon Creek Blend
- Charcoal
- Chestnut Blend
- Earth Blend
- Flagstone Blend
- Granite Blend

Due to variations in printing, color selections should always be chosen from actual product samples.
non-weathered versa-lok® mosaic

Four different segmental retaining wall options: Standard, Accent, Cobble and Mosaic®. Our Non-Weathered Versa-Lok® Mosaic® Retaining walls can create everything from small, four-foot backyard walls to 40-foot serpentine walls. Use the three sizes together to form the Mosaic® System or separate for three separate unique walls.

**PRODUCT SPECS**

a) Versa-Lok® Non-Weathered Standard – 16” (face) x 14” (rear) x 12” D x 6” H
b) Versa-Lok® Non-Weathered Cobble – 8” (face) x 12” D x 6” H
c) Versa-Lok® Non-Weathered Accent – 12” (face) x 12” D x 6” H
d) Rectangular Cap – 16” (face) x 11 5/8” D x 3 5/8” H
e) Bullnose Cap – 16” (face) x 11 5/8” D x 3 5/8” H
f) Solid Corner – 7 7/8” (face) x 12” D x 6” H
g) Full Return Corner – 16” (face) x 7 7/8” D x 6” H

**COLORS**

Canyon Creek Blend
Chestnut Blend
Earth Blend
Flagstone Blend
Granite Blend

Due to variations in printing, color selections should always be chosen from actual product samples.
Recreate the intimate setting of a quaint European countryside right in your own backyard using Weathered Versa-Lok® Mosaic® Retaining Walls. Marvel at the age-old craftsmanship each and every random-patterned Mosaic® wall exudes. Three unique Versa-Lok® units—one Standard, one Cobble, and two Accent—combine to form a Mosaic® wall that’s redolent of another age.

**PRODUCT SPECS**

- a) Versa-Lok® Weathered Standard – 16” (face) x 14” (rear) x 12” D x 6” H
- b) Weathered Cobble – 8” (face) x 12” D x 6” H
- c) Weathered Accent – 12” (face) x 12” D x 4” H
- d) Rectangular Cap – 16” (face) x 131/8” D x 39/16” H
- e) Bullnose Cap – 16” (face) x 119/16” D x 31/2” H
- f) Solid Corner Unit – 77/8” (face) x 12” D x 6” H
- g) Full Return Corner – 16” (face) x 77/8” D x 6” H

**COLORS**

- Canyon Creek Blend
- Chestnut Blend
- Earth Blend
- Flagstone Blend
- Granite Blend

Due to variations in printing, color selections should always be chosen from actual product samples.
Handy-Stack® & Garden-Stack™ wall units provide the easiest and most economical way to improve the look of any landscape. Perfect for small retaining walls, terraces, tree rings and planters, you will be pleased with the positive improvements even a small wall can make in your landscape design.

**PRODUCT SPECS**

<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a</td>
<td>b</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**COLORS**

- Antique Blend
- Flagstone Blend
- Earth Blend

Due to variations in printing, color selections should always be chosen from actual product samples.
omera retaining wall system™

Value your time and money with the Omega Retaining Wall System™. Using gravel-filled cores, these 8" tall units save you both material and labor costs by installing quickly and efficiently. And when engineered to include reinforcement, the Omega Retaining Wall System™ can be designed for applications of varying heights.

**PRODUCT SPECS**

- **a) Omega Retaining Wall Straight Face Unit**
  - Dimensions: 8" H x 18" W x 12" D
  - Face Area: 1.0 ft²
  - Weight: 76 lbs

- **b) Omega Retaining Wall Tri-Split Face Unit**
  - Dimensions: 8" H x 18" W x 9" D

- **c) Retaining Wall Corner Unit**
  - Dimensions: 8" H x 18" W x 9" D
  - Face Area: 1.0 ft² / 0.5 ft²
  - Weight: 75 lbs
  - Will need to field modify standard unit

- **d) Retaining Wall Cap Unit**
  - Dimensions: 3 5/8" H x 16" W x 11 7/8" D
  - Weight: 51 lbs

**COLORS**

- Canyon Creek Blend
- Earth Blend
- Flagstone Blend
- Gray Blend

Due to variations in printing, color selections should always be chosen from actual product samples.
everloc™ retaining walls

Design with a versatile segmental wall system with unlimited possibilities. Everloc™ Retaining Walls provide you with various options depending on the look you’re after. The 810 Full Series provides a stack-stone appearance with clean lines and easy installation. The 810 Traditional/Full Series features a three-piece random pattern by using both styles in the same wall.

### PRODUCT SPECS

- **a) 810F Full Face**
  - Dimensions: 8” H x 18” W x 12” D
  - Face Area: 1.0 ft²
  - Setback: 1/2”

- **b) 810T 60/40 Face**
  - Dimensions: 8” H x 18” W x 12” D
  - Face Area: 1.0 ft²
  - Setback: 1/2”

- **c) 810F Fence Full Face**
  - Dimensions: 8” H x 18” W x 9” D
  - Face Area: 1.0 ft²
  - Setback: 1/2”

- **d) 810T Fence 60/40 Face**
  - Dimensions: 8” H x 18” W x 9” D
  - Face Area: 1.0 ft²
  - Setback: 1/2”

- **e) 833 Utility**
  - Dimensions: 8” H x 6” W x 12” D
  - Face Area: 0.33 ft²
  - Setback: 1/2”

- **f) Corner (L/R)**
  - Dimensions: 8” H x 12” W x 9” D
  - Face Area: 0.33 ft²
  - Setback: 1/2”

- **g) Corner Combo (L/R)**
  - Dimensions: 8” H x 18” W x 12” D
  - Face Area: 0.33 ft²
  - Setback: 1/2”

- **h) Cap**
  - Dimensions: 4” H x 18” W x 12” D
  - Face Area: 0.5 ft²
  - Setback: 1/2”

- **i) WeatherDome Fence Cap**
  - Dimensions: 4” H x 8” W x 17” D
  - Face Area: 0.54 ft²

- **j) WeatherDome Wall Cap**
  - Dimensions: 4” H x 8” W x 12” D
  - Setback: 1/2”

- **k) WeatherDome Column Cap**
  - Dimensions: 4” H x 7½” W x 23” D
  - Setback: 1/2”

### COLORS

- **Canyon Creek Blend**
- **Earth Blend**
- **Flagstone Blend**
- **Gray Blend**

Due to variations in printing, color selections should always be chosen from actual product samples.
**EDINGTON® FIREPLACE KIT**

**BELVEDERE FIREPIT KIT**

The Belvedere Fire Pit creates a rustic sophistication all its own. The Belvedere Fire Pit has a diameter of approximately five feet and a height of fourteen inches, the proportions of the fire pit creates a perfect focal point for any occasion—from intimate gatherings to larger events. The Belvedere Fire Pit blends seamlessly with the entire collection of attractive Rosetta paver and wall lines. Kit includes steel metal ring.

**EDINGTON COLORS**

- Earthstone Blend
- Desert Sand Blend
- Flagstone Blend
- Cuyahoga Blend
- Fieldstone Blend
- Canyon Creek Blend
- Scioto Blend

**PRECAST TABLE TOP COLORS**

- Earthstone Blend
- Desert Sand Blend
- Flagstone Blend
- Cuyahoga Blend

**OVERALL DIMENSIONS**

3' H x 8' W x 4' D

---

**PUB TABLE KIT**

Pull up a chair and enjoy the newest Pub Table Kit from OBERFIELDS. The large table top allows plenty of room to enjoy drinks or a snack. The bottom foot rest is great for propping up your feet. We’ve chosen to stock four of our Edington Wall Stone colors to compliment your outdoor living space!

**KIT COMPONENTS**

- 36 Edington Wall Stone pieces
- 1-42” Table Top with 2” hole
- 1-28” Foot Rest with 2” hole - both pieces 3” thick - fits standard umbrella (not incl.)

**OVERALL DIMENSIONS**

98” H x 60” W x 52” D

---

**EDINGTON® WATER FEATURE KIT**

Add the calming sound of water to your outdoor space by using the newest Edington Water Feature Kit from OBERFIELDS. Flanked by two planter columns, the water feature is constructed from our Edington Wall Stone units to compliment your corresponding Edington walls.

**MATERIALS**

- (149) Edington Standard Units
- (40) Edington Wedge Units
- (1) 24” Colorfalls Kit
- (4) Tubes Paver Adhesive

**OVERALL DIMENSIONS**

3’ H x 8’ W x 4’ D

---

**EDINGTON COLORS**

- Earthstone Blend
- Desert Sand Blend
- Flagstone Blend
- Cuyahoga Blend
- Fieldstone Blend
- Canyon Creek Blend
- Scioto Blend

---

**EDINGTON® FIREPLACE KIT**

**BELVEDERE FIREPIT KIT**

The Belvedere Fire Pit creates a rustic sophistication all its own. The Belvedere Fire Pit has a diameter of approximately five feet and a height of fourteen inches, the proportions of the fire pit creates a perfect focal point for any occasion—from intimate gatherings to larger events. The Belvedere Fire Pit blends seamlessly with the entire collection of attractive Rosetta paver and wall lines. Kit includes steel metal ring.
Emberlok is a simple way to build a high-end, all masonry outdoor fireplace and chimney. This smartly designed system installs in a matter of hours for less than half the cost of a traditional brick and mortar fireplace. And it enhances the value of any outdoor living space.

**EMBERLOK® MASONRY FIREPLACE SYSTEMS**

**QUICK INSTALLATION**

1. Set base plate on non-combustible foundation.

2. Place center backs along rear of base plate and build smoke chamber.

3. Install firebrick and fireplace is complete.

**BANDING AND ACCENTS**
J oint sand stabilizing sealers perform two tasks at once. The sealer stabilizes the sand in the joints to prevent sand loss and to help retard weed growth. Sealer also provides the pavement with an even coverage of protection to seal the pavers making cleaning of any stains quick and easy. Depending on the application you can expect 3-5 years for patios and walkways from just one application and 2-3 years for driveways.
There are numerous pattern options using different sizes of pavers.
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OBERFIELDS LLC provides a limited lifetime warranty of its paver, slab, and dry cast wall products and Rosetta® family of precast products for residential applications against manufacturing defects. This Warranty is provided to the original purchaser only, with the original proof of purchase, and is non-transferable.

This Warranty is valid if the material is installed and maintained under industry standards or OBERFIELDS LLC guidelines. Color variances and the appearance of efflorescence do not substantiate a warranty claim. Any product deemed to be defective will be replaced at no charge; however, shipping costs or costs relating to the removal of defective material and replacement labor are not included in this warranty. Color matching cannot be guaranteed.

oberfields.com | 800.845.7644

Not available in PA.